The University of Michigan has developed a comprehensive plan for Winter Term incorporating public health guidance, lessons learned from the Fall Semester and extensive feedback and engagement with the community. It includes:

**INCREASED TESTING CAPACITY**
with mandatory weekly testing for undergraduates who live, learn or work on campus.

**MORE COURSES OFFERED REMOTELY**
while still maintaining other options when needed.

**REDUCED DENSITY**
in undergraduate on-campus housing by limiting access only to undergraduates meeting certain criteria. We strongly encourage undergrads, including those renting in Ann Arbor, to study remotely from their permanent homes unless they have required in-person courses or other necessary academic activities on campus.

**A STRICT, NO-TOLERANCE APPROACH**
to enforcing COVID-19-related policies.

**EXPANDED SERVICES FOR MENTAL HEALTH,**
“well-being breaks” and keeping campus recreational sports facilities available.